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these Female Seeds varieties are 
not only tasty but also a pleasure 

for your mind. most of them are 
very high and energetic so you 
will not only get wonderful and 

great ideas, but also enough 
energy to do something and make 

full use of your creativity. enjoy!

Here you find our current tasty 
indoor selection.

Indoor
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Our Blueberry Cheesecake 
(Cheese x Blueberry multiple 

hybrid) is selected from an extremely strong, smelly mother (you 
will be able to smell it straight through the bag!). This cannabis 
strain has been stabilized on this special phenotype that has a re-
ally amazing Blueberry Cheesecake smell. 
The plants are very resinous, giving healthy vigorous plants with a 
light blue shine. They can triple in volume and / or height after being 
put on 12/12. 
Perfect for outdoor in mediterranean climates.

Height: 60 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 11 
weeks
Harvest: medium
taste/Smell: sweet and 
fruity bubblegum odor and 
taste.
effect: euphoric, smooth 
and soft, perfect for getting 
things done during the day.

Height: 80 - 100 cm
Flowering time: 7-8 weeks
Seed to harvest: 10 - 11 
weeks 
Harvest: high quality, high 
yield harvest
taste/Smell: extremely 
strong, pungent creosote 
aroma followed by an unusual 
cheesecake smell.
effect: Powerful stoned, 
whilst the body is in balance 
and relaxed.

BubbleGummer

The BubbleGum cannabis 
was originally developed 
by growers in Indiana, Usa. 
from there the genetics 
moved to new england and 
eventually Holland. 
lt has taken many generations to finally produce this stable Bubble-
Gummer with the characteristic sweet smell (truly resembling a typi-
cal bubble gum taste) and euphoric high, the original trademarks of 
this famous cannabis strain. 
Usually not too branchy, it produces a good, compact, candle bud 
covered with crystals. easy to grow, it is perfect as a beginner 
strain.

Blueberry  
Cheesecake
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Lemon Kush
Height: 80 cm - 100 cm
Flowering time: 8 - 9 
weeks
Seed to harvest: 9 - 10 
weeks
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: a unique 
weed with strong / husky 
lemon smell and taste.
effect: stoney, yet high all-
round buzz, warm feeling, 
good to relax.

Pure Ak
Height: 50 - 70 cm
Flowering time: 7 weeks
seed to harvest: 9  weeks
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: soft, and 
exceptionally penetrating 
aroma.
effect: like a skunk, it 
comes up strong and fast, 
and keeps you there for a 
while.

a chitral kush from the Hin-
du Kush mountain range in 
afghanistan and Pakistan. 
she is mostly indica with a 

little stretch towards the end. she produces very white, hard and 
highly resinous nuggets. although despite this indica heritage, she 
leads to a sativa kind of high in the head, and is therefore a canna-
bis favourite amongst the connoisseurs of the medical community 
in Holland.
also suitable for outdoors in temperate or mediterranean climates 
(where citrus grow), where recent reports have shown 1kg excellent 
quality bud per plant! Harvest at the end of september.

Our Pure aK has increased 
its popularity as one of the 
strongest early finishing 
strains available anywhere. 
Pure aK produces hard 
buds with an exceptional penetrating aroma. Pure aK is an indica/
sativa hybrid, yet it retains most of its sativa qualities in its high.  
an occasional leaf mutation can occur, but this is familiar with this 
strain. not good for outdoors where the very dense buds would eas-
ily get mould.
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Skunk  
Special
Height: 70 - 90 cm
Flowering time: 7 - 8 
weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 
weeks 
Harvest: large, high 
quality
taste/Smell: Citric, old 
school skunk piss smell 
effect: Head high and 
body stone. Good balance 
between Indica and sativa.

White Widow x 
Big Bud
Height: 60 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 7 weeks
Seed to harvest: 9 weeks
Harvest: enormous
taste/Smell: skunky 
orange taste and smell
effect: white widow 
‘knock-out’ stone.

from all the skunk-variet-
ies, we selected the fastest 
producer of enormous buds 

with a strong skunk aroma and a heavy buzz. skunk special is a 
stable strain with little variety between the individuals. These will 
give you an enormous quantity of great weed. The buds are red and 
hard as stone. all this make people say there is no better skunk, or 
that it is an elite skunk. (THC 15 - 20 %)
skunk special is ideal for indoor artificial light, yet it is also perfect 
for outdoor growing or greenhouse as it does very well in temperate 
climates. 

Originally a strain from our 
X-line in 2010, this very 
popular cannabis variety 
then moved to our perma-
nent catalogue due to its 
popularity.
It is a dihybrid, which means 
that from the same f1 cross, two populations were selected and 
stabilised separately for 6-7 generations. This process was made 
on two criterias: one population for its high yield and big buds, the 
other one for its white widow effect. The two resulting plants origi-
nally from the same genetics were then crossed again.
You can expect enormous dripping from the very resinous buds, rea-
son why it is not recommended for outdoors.
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ICE
Height: 60 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 8 - 9 
weeks
Seed to harvest: 10 - 11 
weeks
Harvest: very high
taste/Smell: strong 
diesel smell and taste, very 
medicinal.
effects: very fast, hard 
indica hit.

Iced  
Grapefruit
Height: 100 - 120 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks 
Seed to harvest: 11 - 12 
weeks
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: strong sweet 
smell and black hashish 
taste, very medicinal can-
nabis 
effects: relieves pain and 
feelings.

The ICe ® cannabis is a 
selected phenotype out of a 
skunk special X white wid-
ow cross. she was selected 
out of 500 females, because 

she had the best of both sides. Years of backcrossing and cubing 
have been spent to stabilise this cross towards the first phenotype. 
even a little bit of Blueberry was crossed in and stabilised again. 
You will find the enormous buds of the skunk special, the trichomes 
coverage and power of the white widow, with an Indica look. The 
highest THC-levels were measured in the ICe during the High times 
Cup of 1998. (THC: 15 - 20 %)
a very heat resistant cannabis strain. although an indoor cannabis 
strain, she grows perfectly outdoor in mediterranean climates.

This is a most interesting 
cross between the Grape-
fruit and ICe, making it the 
perfect mental painkiller. 
where pharmaceutical antidepressants numb feelings, our Grape-
fruit cannabis makes people feel happy and enlightened, just like 
the good old sativa. Then the ICe, being one of the strongest can-
nabis varieties of the world, is more of a physical heavy bodied pain-
killer. These medical aspects of both cannabis varieties should give 
this cross some excellent prospects .
(CBd: 5 %  THC: 20 %)
expect long big buds with a height around 1.20m. The smell will be 
very special with the fruitiness of the Grapefruit combined with the 
black hash ozone of the ICe.
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C99
Height: 80 - 100 cm
Flowering time: 8 - 9 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 - 11 weeks
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: extremely fruity, like 
a pineapple/grapefruit
effect: feeling warm, happy, very 
high and creative but with still 
enough energy to do something.

The C’99 is the holy grail of the cannabis strains, as she resembles 
the high and taste of an exceptionally sweet landrace sativa. This 
one takes normally half a year to flower, but the C99 flowers in 7 - 8 
weeks. On top of that the buds are quite sugared.
This new batch is a cross of two exceptional basic phenotypes, the 
Grapefruit and the Pineapple. Both derived from the original Broth-
ers Grimm C99. It is ready to flower in 4 weeks from seed, which is 
much faster than the original C99 (6 - 8 weeks). 
One not to miss!
It grows well outdoor, especially in temperate or warmer climates. 
we even got a little harvest in march from seeds sown in december 
by the kitchen window!  (CBd: 1 - 5 %  THC: 20 %)
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Sex Bud
Height: 80 - 100 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 
weeks
Harvest: high 
taste/Smell: extremely 
fruity pineapple/grapefruit 
aroma.

   This new enhanced strain of 
a fruity white sativa is great 
for losing inhibitions, main-
taining a high energy level 
and getting creative with a 
willing partner!  The effect 
works best when used in 
moderation and can bring 
the sexual experiences to new heights. men and women will both 
feel new levels of juiciness and sensuality. 
It is a great strain it will allow long philosophical conversations, with-
out loosing track
she can be grown everywhere outdoors: on a balcony, a garden or 
field; and almost anywhere not too cold, since this cannabis strain 
flowers early, without waiting for the shorter days. On top of that the 
buds are quite sugared; it matures in 4 weeks from seed.

Grapefruit
Height: 80 - 100 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 
weeks
Harvest: high 
taste/Smell: extremely 
fruity pineapple/grapefruit 
aroma.

for those who like it sweet! 
developed out of a Cindy 
99 cannabis, then bred with 
a fast flowering sativa for 
some generations, it has 
been selected on its strong 
Grapefruit/Pineapple smell. 
This generation is select-

ed on shorter phenotypes. she is a super-fast flowering cannabis 
strain, which will eVen flower under 24 hours in low light conditions. 
This new style sativa is early maturing, fast flowering and maximum 
yielding. stabilised on early maturity for some generations now.
a highly praised cannabis strain and very popular for years, it is rec-
ognised for it’s pleasurable happy high, just like the old school sa-
tiva landraces. Only the flowering period of the Grapefruit is 8 weeks 
instead of half a year. It goes very well outdoor where citrus grow.
a true winner!



Female Seeds has been renowned for its  
outdoor strains since the1990’s. these  

varieties have been developed for the  
temperate/mountainclimate with early  

flowering capabilities, a high mold resistance, 
are 7all semi- automatics and have a high 

flower to leaf ratio (not too leafy). 
the best sowing time is mid april to mid may. 

 
Here you find our current  

outdoor selection.

Outdoor
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Red Purps:
Height: 150 - 200 cm
Flowering time: 7 weeks
Harvest time: half till end 
september in the nether-
lands, end of august in 
med
Yield: high
taste/Smell: liquorice 
candy taste and odour 
effect: sativa effects, good 
head high.a cannabis strain so easy 

outdoors!
It is all in the name: an easy 
new-style sativa cannabis 
variety for inside the green-
house and outdoors. Very 
stable and reliable, it is one 
of the best outdoor bud pro-

ducers in Holland! most of them flower under 18 hours light and start 
flowering half July and reward you with a gigantic amount of large 
buds in september. There is some variation in bud shape and taste 
(between spicy and sweet), but all a clear sativa high. well worth 
a try!
If you like a few big plants, it is also perfect for indoors, partly be-
cause it is very mould resistant. 

Taste wise it is the perfect 
substitute for the Purple 
Power cannabis seeds 
(Haze x skunk). Red Purps 
performs almost the same 
as the Purple Power in growth, although experience shows that the 
taste and smoke properties are far superior. like the Purple Power, 
the bud colour is red to purple, she is very early flowering (first flow-
ers appear at the beginning of July) and will finish at the beginning/
half september.
Growth is a bit more indica-ish, however the smoke is sativa-ish: 
candy liquorice with the Purple undertone.
also very good indoor, recommended for beginners, easy to grow 
anywhere. 

Easy Sativa:
Height: 150 - 250 cm
Flowering time: 7 weeks
Harvest time: september 
in northern europe
Harvest: very high 
taste/Smell: herbal taste 
and aroma
effect: clear sativa high.
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Purple  
Maroc:
Flowering time: 7 weeks
Height: 150 - 200 cm
Harvest time: half till end 
september in the nether-
lands  

a cross of Purple Power 
cannabis with a big fat tasty 
moroccan mother.
while the mother has been 
selected on weight and 
taste, she adds power and 
resin production to the Pur-
ple Power. Both cannabis 
strains are super early and 
the fastest varieties avail-

able for outdoor in cold/mountain climates, very mould resistant. 
This with the great taste of the maroc it’s an absolute winner.
some buds will be light purple overloaded with resin. a true eye-
candy!
The best sowing time is mid april to mid may. we wouldn’t recom-
mend pre-growing them indoors, because they are semi-auto-flow-
ering and this would cause them to start flowering in may outdoors. 
They need the longer days and intensive midsummer sun to keep 
them in growth. for the warmer/mediterranean climates we offer 
outdoor strains with a very high flower to leaf ratio (more flowers 
than leaves, rock hard buds).

This pure cannabis strain is 
very underestimated! It has 
its ancestors in the Ketama 
region and was subject to an intense breeding program, which re-
sulted in a very resinous outdoor strain. Buds smell like Ketama, are 
long and slender with an open structure. Unfortunately it needs the 
moroccan climate and soil type to get the pure Ketama taste. But 
instead of this pure Ketama taste, the european version develops an 
enormous aromatic smell so special that you can’t resist the smell of 
it – not to mention the smoke! 
The best sowing time is mid april to mid may. Be aware thaac it is a 
semi auto flowering variety as the Purple maroc. They need the lon-
ger days and intensive midsummer sun to keep them in growth.
for the warmer/mediterranean climates we offer outdoor strains with 
a very high flower to leaf ratio. (more flowers than leaves, rock hard 
buds).

Maroc:
Flowering time: 7 weeks
Height: 100 - 150 cm
Harvest time: half July 
till end september in the 
netherlands
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: irresistible 
flowery aroma and ketama 
taste.
effect: body stone, with a 
broader effect than hash, 
thanks to the cannabinoïds 
combination. 



general advice:

timing indoor: for the quickest result we recommend 
to use a 12/12 schedule from the beginning. 6/18 will 
produce a bigger harvest but generally takes longer. 

timing outdoor: may take longer, according to  
different variables: 
• The day length 
• The strength of the sun vs shades 
•  Increase of day length (up to June) = more 

leaves  Decrease of day length (after June) = more 
budproduction)

•  In the city/country/mountain: the different  
sunlight times, shades, quality of water

Automatic  
Flowering Strains:
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This is an automatic can-
nabis version of the aK47. 
Created by crossing the aK 
cannabis with the lowryder, 
stabilising it while maintain-
ing the original aK47 char-
acteristics. aK produces 

hard buds with an exceptional penetrating aroma. aK cannabis is 
an indica/sativa hybrid yet it retains most of its sativa qualities in its 
high. an occasional leaf mutation can occur, but this is familiar with 
this strain.

Auto AK:
Height: 40 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 
weeks
Harvest: high (for an 
automatic)
taste/Smell: strong,  aK
effect: like an aK, full 
spectrum stone.

an autoflowering cannabis 
version of the Bubble Gum. 
Originally the Bubble Gum 
was developed by grow-
ers in Indiana, Usa. from 
there the genetics moved to 
new england and eventu-
ally Holland. This cannabis 
grows vigorously and finishes flowering in about 8 weeks. Highly 
resinous and extra sweet. Certain individuals actually display that 
distinct pink chewing gum scent and flavour. 

Auto Bubble:
Height: 40 - 60 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
seed to Harvest: 10 weeks
Harvest: high (for an 
automatic)
taste/Smell: strong and 
sweet smell
effect: relaxing, not too 
strong.
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an automatic version of the 
cannabis strain named after 
the Hindu Kush mountains. 
Kush cannabis plants come 
from afghanistan, Iran, Pak-

istan and northern India. The aroma is reminiscent of a musky haze 
smell. Potent autoflowering strain, it makes long sticky buds with 
many offshoots, but less compact as the original Kush.

Auto Kush:
Height: 100 - 120 cm 
Flowering time:  8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 
weeks
Harvest: High (for an 
automatic)
taste/Smell: strong indica 
smell
effect: stone like a Kush! 
more narcotic than lemon 
Kush.

a selected strain on speed 
and resinous buds out of all 
the automatic strains on the 
market today.
low leaf production, with 
more flowers than leaves. 
The second photo is at 5 
weeks from seed. Perfect for beginners or lazy growers, since it will 
flower on any balcony and produce a good cannabis as long as it 
is not too cold. The harvest will depend of the amount of light re-
ceived.

Auto Speed Bud:
Height: 40 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 5 weeks
Seed to harvest: 8 - 10 
weeks
Harvest: medium, fast
taste/Smell: soft taste 
with a diesel undertone
effect: whole daytime 
smoker, not too strong.
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Auto White Widow  
x Big Bud
Height: 80 - 90 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 10 weeks
Harvest: very high
taste/Smell: fruity skunky aroma & smell.

Time has finally come to have an automatic flowering version of our 
world best seller white widow x Big Bud. 

These plants are vigorous and produce enormous buds which start 
off with an open structure and then fill out completely from bottom 
to top.
a fruity, skunky aroma with a relaxant effect and full of flavour. The 
flowering time for these plants is  pretty fast, approximately 70-80 
days wether grown indoors or outdoors.
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This cannabis strain has 
been undergoing constant 
changes for 20 years now; 
higher flower rate, sugared 
buds, fewer and thinner 
leaves resulted in higher 
yields in a s.O.G. But it is 

still the same strong cannabis product, with the original northern 
lights smell and taste. In this case in the autoflowering cannabis 
version. Very potent, it can be grown perfectly in the most northern 
places, like scandinavia, Poland, siberia. In this regions of the world 
it also grows very well in the gardens.

as most autoflowering can-
nabis seeds out there are 
more influenced by indica 
genetics instead of sativa, 
we could not wait to try this auto Haze. The cannabis Haze is a 
variety which has never been easy to grow, but with this autoflower-
ing haze times are changing. even die-hard Haze fanatics are very 
enthusiastic about this cannabis variety. Very good for growers who 
don’t have a lot of space and time, and still want to get a nice, easy 
to grow sativa weed.

Auto Haze:
Height: 80 - 100 cm
Flowering time: 8 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 11 - 12 
weeks
Harvest: high
taste/Smell: strong and 
sweet haze smell and 
taste. 
effect: what you can  
expect from a Haze strain: 
an energetic, yet calm 
sativa high.

Auto NL:
Height: 40 - 80 cm
Flowering time: 9 weeks
Seed to Harvest: 11 - 12 
weeks
Harvest: high (for an 
automatic)
taste/Smell: strong north-
ern light odour
effect: fast, deep indica hit.
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indoor, outdoor and autoFlowering:
•  Indoor cannabis strains were developed and selected to be grown 

with artificial grow lights. Cannabis plants originate mostly from 
warm and wet climates, which means that most of indoor strains 
will grow very well outdoor in mediterranean-like and warmer cli-
mates.

•  Because these were bred away from the natural conditions 
(rain, pests, mould...) they might not resist very well outside,  
especially mould sensitive strains or varieties with big and heavy 
buds. This is where Outdoor strains come into place: they are  
often early flowering and resistant to mould, which is perfect for 
most outdoor culture.

•  In the regions with cold weather (under 15°C / 59F) in October, 
you will prefer to use automatic flowering strains. Otherwise, your 
photo-period sensitive plants will start flowering too late and will 
not have enough time to mature completely before the weather 
gets too cold. automatic flowering strains are also very useful for 
beginner growers or when you want to harvest during summer.

tipS For cHooSing Your Strain:
•  outdoor strains not recommended for indoor:  

maroc, Purple maroc
•  outdoor strains also good for indoor growing:  

Red Purps, easy sativa

Female Seeds strains  
advices for outdoor growing

disclaimer: all informations within this brochure is for educational purposes and is not intended 
to condone or promote or incite the use of illegal or controlled substances. Please note the germi-
nation of these seeds is illegal in some countries. Therefore female seeds advises all potential 
readers to check their national laws. female seeds does not want to induce anyone to act in conflict 
with their national law. we cannot be held responsible for those who do.

• good indoor strains for outdoor:
 • Mediterranean climates: All except Pure AK, WWxBB.
 • Tempered: All except the above, Lemon Kush, ICE.
 •  Grapefruit, Iced Grapefruit, C99 and Sex Bud (formerly White 

Grapefruit): all our new style sativa strains grow really good 
outdoor, thanks to their shorter maturation time and semi-auto-
matic flowering feature.

 •  Skunk Special was bred in Dutch Greenhouses, excellent out-
door strain.

•  things you want to take into account when choosing your 
seeds for outdoor growing:

 •  Greenhouse = warmer, less wind,  
protects from rain on the buds

 •  City = very big cities are often warmer, but sometimes  
have a poor water quality (balcony grow)

 •  Behind the window (less light) / Greenhouse /  
Balcony (pot) / Garden / field        
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